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In the Sprinv, of 76, the Exxon Foundat.ion deemed the DILM "an 
f~dueritionnal innovation of demonstrated merit," and awarded to 
,Jolm fl1.wniar;, Professor of French at Da.rtmouth College a.n IMPJ\C'f 
f~rant of $100,000. With the funds he received, J. Hassias was able 
to produce a documentary film entitled "Effective J,i;rnguage Teaching' 
in which he explained and demonstrated his method. The film was 
mAcl~ available to many institutic»1s across the nation. Interested 
Modern Lanr,unr;es departments applied for grants to implement this 
innovation on their campus. Ten to fifteen Exxon-choosen appli-
c:i.nl;s were then invited to a four-day workshop, held twice a year 
durin~ ·n and '{8 on the campus of Darmouth College, to be trained 
by J. Hassian himself in his techniques. There is now, four years 
lat.er a network of fifty plus F.L. instructors having implemented 
the D[LM at their institutions and whose efforts are coordinated by 
tl1e newly founded Rassias Foundation. 

[,et; me describe briefly the DILM for those of you who would not 
be very familiar with it, although it has received extensive 
coverage both in the media and in the profession. 

'l'he first component of the DILM is the master class, in which 
the Master Teacher (M.T.) introduces new material, using various 
dramatic techniques to shorten explanations and facilitate compre-
l~nsion and retention. The M.T also gives initial practice to the 
students. He/she stresses cultural as well as linguistic training, 
through the une of "micrologues" for example. He/she checks for-
mally the progress of the class, correcting the written assignments, 
quiz:c.es and exams. 'fhe M.1'. is responnible for stimulating the cre-
ative and individualized usage of the structures and vocabulary pre-
vioui:;ly learned. 

/\. second a more original component of the DILM is the drill 
sc~rnion. The 25 to 30 students of the master class are di vi.ded into 
3 smaller groups. Under the guidance of a specially trained under-
graduate called Assistant Teacher (J\.T.), this small group will 
spend 50 minutes daily actively practising the material presented 
earlier in the day. 
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'rhe third element of the method, used in both the master cl nm> 
and the drill session, is its precise and elaborate choreoera~cy, 
designed to orchestrate everyone's participation. 

Since such is not the object of this paper, l shall not eo into 
more details concerning the description of the method; rather, I 
shall share with you the many applications of the DILt.f, wtdch, not 
only in my mm experience but also in the experience of many col-
leagues across the nation, have revitalized language teaching. 

First of all, the DII14 brinp,s to the classroom all the excite-
ment of drama. Not new! will you say, the classroom as a stage has 
been a topic of reflexion and inspiration for generations of tenchers. 
But these instructors always viewed themselves as the main perform-
ers, the stars. In the DILM the teacher is more like the stage di-
rector and its the students who become the performers. 

One of the DILM axiom is that the presentation of material to be 
learned can be effective only in as much as it involves directly the 
students. Therefore, it offers many concrete steps to achieve r:uch 
an involvment. 

1. Jn order to encourage his/her actors to play, the stage di-
rector does not stay in the wings: he is on stage, amone his actors, 
transmitting along with his directions, his own energy and cnthur:i-
asm. By always moving about, the teacher animates the clcrns and 
keeps the students alert. 

2. The DILM emphasizes the importance of good eye contact and 
touch in order to encourage the expression of inrlividual talents. 
Once again the master teacher, like the stage director strives to 
place the performers in the best possible light.; he known the value of 
:•positive reinforcement!·' in ordf!r to get out of each pernon tiin/her "best performance. 

3. The DILM master teacher is attentive to provi11c mnny rc-
hersals for the individual and the group. Presentation drills take 
up an important part of class time. Verifications drills are done 
only when these initiaJ exercise[; have been accomplished to evcry-
one1 s satisfaction. 

11. All material is prencntcd with drama, usinp; students and 
their belongine~; nn extras and pro pg. 

5. J\n inductive approach to erammar is fnvorized. 'fhc ntu-
dent' s participation is directed hy well thought oo<mt questi ans, and 
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individual performancen are always reinforced by group performance 
r;uch as choral rcpet.itions. 

6. A. wealth of teaching aids is provided for the instructor 
nnd one will firnl nn exhaustive list in the teacher'n manual accom-
prmying .J. Ra.ssias Is text Depart-J\rri vee. '!'heir common denomina-
tor is providing for the involvement of' as many students as possible. 

Alone; with so many suggestions related to the effective pre-
sentation of material, the DILM has also much to offer in the area 
of motivation, both self-motivation and motivating students. The 
rcanon is that tlie DILM is built on a second axiom: the firm and 
proven belief thn.t enthusiasm is the single most important factor in 
encouraging communication. 

Upon receiving training both the Master teacher and the AT will 
be shown the many gestures of enthusi~sm. J\.fter trying on which 
one::: fit be::;t his/her unique personality, the apprentice DILM in-
structor is encourap,ed to learn and rehearse them so well that 
these gestures indeed become an authentic part of his/her person-
ality. 

Success has always a price: the price paid by the DILM is a 
certain stereotyping: the method is sometimes perceived as fitting 
only "out.going" or "naturally enthusiastic born-teachers". But the 
DIJ,M never claimed that one can become enthusiastic by some kind of 
miracle; more realistically, it provides training and guidance for 
one wanting to learn to behave enthusiastically in the classroom. 

The results of this approach are obvious: It is very hard, if 
not quit.c impossible to resist the mecanism set by such training: 
drawinr.; irresitibly the enthusiasm from the outside (on which one 
has gained control through the mastery of the choreography) to the 
inside , it becomes a powerful self motivating force. 

Motivating students is no longer seen as a formidable task, 
that requires a special gift or grace. Rather it becomes a daily 
tnsk that can be accomplished by following these guide-lines: 

Planning spontaneous disruptions. When preparing the lessons, 
the instructor plans several "disruptions" or distractions for the 
following purposes: 

They provide students with a welcome break in the middle of a 
specially difficult exercise. This interruption may take the form 
of a physical activity, it may be a song, an anecdote, a game~ use 
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of disguise. 'rhe only requirement is that the "distraction" must be 
of short duration. 

2. They give students an opportunity to re-use creatively the 
material previously learned, for example a drill will be abruptly 
interrupted to ask a personal ~~stion: Paul forgot his billfold 
in the cafe. What about you, do you also forget things often? 
where? in the cafe'l at the movie? A student may also be directed 
to ask such questions from classmates, or to make n quick opinion 
poll: the possibilitien are end lens, but nr,ain, these interrup-
tions have to be planned, otherwise they just create havoc. 

Facili to.ting corrununication. 'l'he teachers own enth11sianm facili-
tates communication in the classroom. Everyone inhibitions are sig-
nificantly lowered for the following reasons: 

1. Many rehearsals or choral repetitions are provided, elim-
inating the fear, on the part of the student, of totally "blowing" 
his/her cha.nee of giving the right answer. Choosing an official 
prompter to come to the rescue is n practice which seems to encour-
age the slowest students to express themselves without feeling 
threatened. 

2. Everyone knows exactly what's going on at all times, becnuse 
the instructor expressess clearly his/her reactions, both through 
corrunents and body language. 'rlie student receives an instant and 
precise feedback, instead of being left confused either by a total 
lack of reaction or a very uncommitted. remark. 

!~reathi...!!£ emotional involvement into language acquisition. 
With his/her anjmation, the teacher creates in the classroom an en-
vironment which is no longer sterile. The learning procenn no lon~er 
takes place in an emotionless vacuum: there is laughter, pl~y, in-
dignation and praise in a DILM class. 

All these guidelines or sur;i;er;tions have for objective to create 
this illusion of spontaneity, which motivates students to get in-
volved. Tiut again, let's not forget that under such nn appearance 
of spontaneity, the DILM class is very tightly organized. /\s 
,John Rassias stressed so many times during the workshop I at tended: 
"One should be totally prepared to he totally Rpontaneous". lie also 
repeatedly warns those considerinr; themselves born teacher::; of the 
precarioun nature of their talent. I quote "Uefore the nnexper:tcd 
the "talented" are disconcerted and powerless. /\ method acquired is 
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n second rml.urc, closer to the soul nnd containing the whole as the 
peel contains the orenRc and yet remnins integral to it. Thi~ sec-
ond nal.ure makes him the master of all his resources--no mri.tter what 
happerrn. Without methods of training, the teacher is subject to 
variorrn psycholor,icn.1 contre-tempe which ca11 derail the most power-
rul .locomotive. 

If' acUnR techniques do anything, they liberate the individual; 
if the training in rigorous and the actor masterful, it will help 
liheral,e the nud:ience."l 

1\11 that has been r;aid so far suggest strongly the importance 
placed by the DILM on teacher training. Although the DILM pro-
vides ideas for the training of undergraduate drill instructors, I 
believe, from my experience as G'.rA' s supervisor in my department, 
t;hat they applied equally successfully to GT/\o' training. 

'l'he DILM training starts with a 3-day workshop consisting of 
the following two partr;: presentation of the philosophy behind the 
method, and intensive practice in the choreography. 

1. Asserting one's self-image, and identification of role models. 
Through a personal reflexion guided by both the questions from the 
master teacher and by the anowers fo the apprentice teachers, each 
person is helped to clarify his/her self-image as a teacher, in view 
of his /MJ1... succensful and unsuccessful experiences. This exercise 
usually allows the group to reach the following conclusion: 

The ~of enthusiasm as ~communication facilitator. Role-playing 
quickly demonstrates further the truth fullness ·or this statement. 

2. Rudimentary drama lessons. During this active phase of the 
training, otudents-teachers practice in front of the group and the 
cnmera, the gestures and facial expressions they normally use to ex-
press pleasure and displeasure {from mild to strong), hesitation, in-
quiry. Constructive criticism helpn each peroon refine these 
gestures until they are very evident without being offensive or 
aggressive. 

'l'eaching the· choreography. The DILM choreography is simple 
enough to be learned by anyone, yet sophisticated enough to prevent 
the boredom that a drill-seargent routine would, no doubt, quickly 
generates. In the DII,M clear-cut gestures (hands up for choral repe-
titions, pointing rapidly at individual students) are performed while 
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moving quickly among the students. 'l'hey also happen on three levels: 
inntructor standing,up (if there is a need to demonstrate who ifl in 
charge, or simply during more formal grrunmar explanutionn); nt eyc-
level with the students, a non-threatening, non-aggressive position, 
and below eye-level, used both to beg or encourage n distressed stu-
dent. Establishing and maintaining eye-contact with irnliv idun.l s ill 
the group is also emphasized and practiced. 

Experiments with the DILM, whether conducted with Peace Corps 
volunteers for whom J. Rassias initially developed his method, with 
students enrolled in small colleges and large state universiUes, 
with children, or with adults, have proven many times that the DIT.M 
is a method which each of us can learn to use in order to revitalize 
language teaching. Far from being another gimmick or faddish trend, 
it stresses the importance of rip;orous training and plain hard wor){. 
'l'hese two ingredients go a long way in providing the teacher with 
a positive self-image. 

'l'he object of this paper was to share with collcnr;ues some 
ideas about the direction in which to apply one's effort to uccome 
a truly functional teacher. In conclusion, I shall quote again the 
words of John Rassias, because in my opinion they put the resporrni-
bili ty for dynamic language teachine where it belongs "on so phi G-

ticated equipment which do it all for you, but on the shoulders of 
all and each one of us language teachers. 11'rhe art of teaching must 
be developed from within the prnfesoion itself. . .. I believe 
that the key to success is near at hand, available to all teach-
ers. That l~ey, that precious and life opening key, in the self. 111 

1 ,John Rassias "Tbe classroom as a stage". J\n excerpt from 
BREAK'l'IIROUGH (ch VIII) to be published by Harper and Row and re-
printed in the Ram's Horn, a publication of the Rn.ssins Foundation. 


